A binomial approximation to a diffusion is defined as "computationally simple" if the number of nodes grows at most linearly in the number of time intervals. It is shown how to construct computationally simple binomial processes that converge weakly to commonly employed diffusions in financial models. The convergence of the sequence of bond and European option prices from these processes to the corresponding values in the diffusion limit is also demonstrated. Numerical examples from the constant elasticity of variance stock price and the Cox, Ingersoll and Ross (1985) discount bond price are provided.
wider audience. Cox, Ross, and Rubinstein (1979) showed that a suitably defined binomial model for the evolution of the stock price converges weakly 1 to a lognormal diffusion as the time between binomial jumps shrinks toward zero; and they also showed in this case that the European option's value in the binomial model converges to the value given by the Black-Scholes formula. Cox and Rubinstein (1985) exploit this approach to value American options on dividend paying stocks, and they also show how to employ the binomial approach when some of the other assumptions made by Black and Scholes are relaxed. In fact, Cox and Rubinstein demonstrate the connection between the continuous-time valuation equation (which is the fundamental partial differential equation for the contingent claim) and the discrete-time, one-periodvaluation formula developed under the assumption of a binomial model for stock prices: both are descriptions of the local behavior of the contingent claim's value in relation to the underlying asset.
In a normative sense, the binomial model has enabled users to value contingent claims in some restrictive settings where a closed form solution is unavailable; by the reasoning provided in Cox and Rubinstein [and made explicit in Brennan and Schwartz (1978) ] this is formally equivalent to a numerical solution to the partial differential equation. The binomial model provides one such solution, requires elementary methods in implementation, and has the splendid virtue of being pedagogically useful. This is one reason why the stochastic differential equation defining the lognormal diffusion has become the workhorse in option pricing models. Binomial approximation 2 and valuation methods have been applied to other diffusions besides the lognormal [for example, the constant elasticity of variance (CEV) diffusion in Cox and Rubinstein (1985, p. 362) ]; however, it turns out that the binomial tree structures available in these cases are computationally complex in that the number of nodes doubles at each time step. And there are still other diffusions employed in financial models (for example, for interest rates) for which the availability of a computationally simple sequence of binomial processes would be useful. We define a computationally simple tree (for an example, see Figure 1 ) as one where the number of nodes in the tree structure grows at most linearly with the number of time intervals.
In this paper conditions under which a sequence of binomial processes converges weakly to a diffusion are developed, and a procedure that can be used to find a computationally simple binomial tree, given the diffusion limit to which we wish to take the sequence of such trees, is demonstrated. In words, the conditions require that the instantaneous drift and the instantaneous variance of the diffusion process be well behaved, and that the local drift and local variance in the binomial representation converge to the instantaneous drift and variance, respectively; and because the sample paths of the limiting diffusion are continuous, we also require that the jump sizes converge to zero in a sensible way. Thus, the upward and downward jumps, as well as the probability of an up move in the binomial representation, are chosen to match the local drift and variance. We meet the requirement that the tree be computationally simple by ensuring that, within the binomial representation, an up move followed by a down move causes a displacement in the value of the process that is the same when the moves take place in the reverse order. This is achieved by employing a transform of the process that takes the diffusion and removes its heteroskedasticity. Computational simplicity is achieved for the transformed (homoskedastic) process, and the inverse transform enables us to recover the original process. The sizes of the up and down moves, as well as the probability of an up move, can depend on the level of the process, the behavior of the diffusion at certain boundaries, and on calendar time. The implementation of the binomial method is straightforward. We compare known solutions for options and bonds to those obtained numerically from the binomial model. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we develop the assumptions and present the basic theorem that enables the construction of a sequence of binomial processes; we also give the general conditions under which one can apply the transformation and construct computationally simple binomial processes. Two examples, which demonstrate how one can modify the binomial model to capture boundary behavior and retain computational simplicity, are also given. In Section 2, the justification for employing the binomial model for valuation is provided and numerical solutions are given for three cases. In Section 3, we make some concluding comments. The proofs and technical details are collected in the Appendix.
Stochastic Differential Equations and Simple Binomial Approximations
In this section, we state conditions for a sequence of binomial processes to converge weakly to a diffusion, and develop a technique for constructing computationally simple binomial diffusion approxima-tions. We provide three examples: the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process for which the binomial representation is well known [see Cox and Miller (1984) ], the CEV process introduced by Cox and Ross (1976) , and the one-factor interest rate process of Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1979) .
Binomial diffusion approximations
Suppose we are given the stochastic differential equation (1) where is a standard Brownian motion, and ≥ 0 are the instantaneous drift and standard deviation of y t , and y 0 is a constant. We wish to find a sequence of binomial processes that converges in distribution to the process (1) over the time interval [0, T] . We first take the sequence of binomial processes as given, and give conditions to check whether the sequence converges to the diffusion (1). We then tackle the problem of constructing a sequence of binomial approximations, given a limit diffusion.
To fix matters, take the interval [0, T], and chop it into n equal pieces of length For each h consider a stochastic process on the time interval [0, T] , which is constant between nodes and, at any given node, jumps up (down) some specified distance with probability q (respectively, l -q). For example, if we set q = ½ and the up or down jump size equal to it is well known that, as converges in distribution to a Brownian motion. The sizes and probabilities of up or down jumps are specified as follows: define and to be scalarvalued functions defined on satisfying
for all and all The stochastic process followed by is given by
The stochastic process is a step function with initial value y 0 which jumps only at times h, 2h, 3h, . . . . At each jump the process can make one of two possible moves: up to a value or down to a value q b is the probability of an upward move.
are all allowed to depend on h, on the value of the process immediately before the jump and on the time index hk. By the statement in Equations (3)-(7) the process described is a Markov chain.
We apply a result 3 from Stroock and Srinivasa Varadhan (1979, section 11 .2) which states conditions under which converges weakly to they, process in (1). To use this result we need assumptions about both the limiting stochastic differential equation and the sequence of Markov chains defined above. The first two assumptions ensure that the limiting stochastic differential equation (1) Under Assumption 2, the distribution of the random process is characterized by four things:
The starting point y 0
This process is defined on the time interval [0, T] , where T is the maturity date of the bond. As t the drift rate explodes, violating Assumption 1. As Cheng (1989) has shown, however, this bond pricing process admits arbitrage. 5 Assumption 2 is much weaker than the more familiar requirement of pathwise existence and uniqueness of solutions to (1) in that a realization of the Brownian motion {W t } need not map uniquely into a realization of the sample path of {Y t }; many realizations may he possible, sharing a common distribution on the space of all continuous mappings from into see Ethier and Kurtz (1986, section 5.3) , and Liptser and Shiryayev (1977, section 4.4) . Stroock and Srinivasa Varadhan (1979, chapters 6, 7, 8, and 10) give conditions that imply that Assumption 2 holds. A number of these conditions are summarize in Nelson (1989, appendix A As an example, consider the well-known Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (the continuous-time version of the first-order autoregressive process), employed in the bond pricing model of Vasicek (1977) : (15) where β is nonnegative, and y 0 is fixed. Define a sequence of binomial approximations to (15) with common initial value y 0 and (16) (17) and let (18) The probability q b is chosen to match the drift; it is censored if it falls outside [0, 1] . It is straightforward to verify that Assumption 2 is satisfied [Arnold (1974, section 8. 3)], and to show that Assumptions 1 and 3 hold. The local drift and second moment are (19) and (20) 7 "Convergence in distribution" mans that the probability measures corresponding to the sequence of processes converge weakly to the probability measure of the process in (1); this is in a space of functions that arc continuous from the right with finite left limits, endowed with the Skorohod metric (the Appendix provides further definitions). Weak convergence implies, for example, that given times the joint distributions of converge to the joint distribution of More generally, weak convergence implies that if f (·) is a continuous functional, then converges in distribution to as For a discussion of the implications of weak convergence, see Billingsley (1968) .
By definition, for any converges uniformly to ½ on the set Therefore, the local drift of the binomial process converges uniformly on compact sets to the instantaneous drift of the stochastic differential equation; and the local second moment identically equals the instantaneous variance, so Assumption 4 holds. We then apply Theorem 1 to conclude that
The intuition underlying the construction of a simple binomial sequence is uncomplicated. Suppose, following the suggestion in Cox and Rubinstein (1985, section 7 .1), we use the binomial jumps described by as the basic building block for a binomial tree, where
In (21)- (23), h is the time interval between jumps, and q h is the probability of a jump to The total displacement is if an up move follows a down move, and it is if a down move follows an up move. In general, these are not equal, so the branches of the binomial tree do not reconnect and the number of nodes doubles at each time step. However, whenever Assumptions l-4 are satisfied by this binomial sequence (which is often the case), weak convergence will follow. But such a computationally complex tree is useless for purposes such as option pricing: after only 20 periods, the process could take more than a million different values, and after 40 periods, more than a trillion values. A computationally simple binomial representation would allow the process to take at most 21 and 41 values after 20 and 40 periods, respectively.
The definitions in (21)- (23) lead to a computationally complex tree because the step sizes are proportional to the state-dependent conditional standard deviation Note, however, that if is constant, as it was in the approximation developed above for the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, then the displacements are equal-so computational simplicity is retained. This suggests that a transformation that purges the original stochastic differential equation (1) of conditional heteroskedasticity will permit us to construct a computationally simple tree.
Retaining computational simplicity: The basic intuition
To this end, consider a transform which is differentiable twice in y and once in t. We have, by Itôs lemma,
Now choose to satisfy on the support of y. Then the term (25) in (24) becomes and the instantaneous volatility of the transformed process is constant. In this case, we can develop a computationally simple binomial tree for x where the second moment of the local change in x is constant at every node. To arrive at the sequence of binomial processes on y, we transform from x back to y by defining (26) It is easy to see that and, by Assumption 1, this means that is weakly monotone in x for a fixed t. Then we can use the transform in (26) to define a tree for y that takes the form shown on page 410 in Figure 2 , so that (27) (28) Note that the tree for y has inherited the computational simplicity that the tree for x displays. Using the fact that a Taylor's series expansion of and around h = 0 yields
This shows that the local second moment of converges to the instantaneous variance Finally, to get the local drift to match the drift of the limit diffusion, we need (31) uniformly on for every We tentatively choose (32) which, if it is a legitimate probability (i.e., between 0 and 1) sets the local drift exactly equal to the drift of the limiting diffusion (1). This device-the use of a transform, its inverse, and the choice of the probability enables one to construct a computationally simple binomial approximation. It turns out to be a useful device in many commonly employed diffusions in finance, where a transformation like (25) is readily available. A straightforward example of this transformation is for the lognormal diffusion, where and The transformation is simply and the inverse transformation is This was the transformation employed by Cox, Ross, and Rubinstein (1979) to obtain a computationally simple tree. Such transformations can be made for other diffusions, even if their drift and diffusion functions depend on t.
Our specification of and q h has been tentative, since these functions often have to be modified in individual cases. For example, since q h is a probability, it must lie between 0 and 1, whereas the value implied by (32) may not. We must sometimes also allow x to jump up or down by a quantity greater than in order to maintain the drift rate. Furthermore, the diffusion may have a boundary at 0 (or some other value). At such a boundary and the transformation (25) may need to be modified. The next task is to state formally sufficient conditions for a sequence of computationally sim-ple binomial processes to satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1. This is the focus of the next section: to implement the transformation just outlined in a general way. 8
Retaining computational simplicity: A general treatment
The principal complications that arise in implementing our strategy come from singularities in for example, for some Such singularities are usually associated with boundaries on the support of the process, and often arise in financial economics; for example, with limited liability and in the absence of arbitrage, zero must be a lower boundary for stock prices and nominal interest rates.
There is a large variety of possible boundary behaviors [see Karlin and Taylor (1981) ], so it is necessary to confine our attention to the cases likely to be most useful in finance. First, we consider the case in which has no singularities on (This is the case, for example, for the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck diffusion considered earher.) Then, we consider the case in which and 0, for all t, implying a lower boundary at zero on the support of the limiting diffusion.
Case 1. No singularities in
As in Section 1.2, we define the function, along with x values corresponding to extreme values of y:
The following assumption is convenient, and can be relaxed at the expense of simplicity..
Assumption 5.
and are constants. The definition of the inverse transform in (26) is now modified to read (36) We retain the definitions of and given in (27), (28), and (32), respectively, except that we censor the (37) This specifies the sequence of binomial approximations for this case.
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Our strategy is as follows: we will apply Theorem 1, so we must verify its four assumptions. Recall that the first two conditions relate to the stochastic differential equation that serves as the limit, and the last two relate to the sequence of binomial approximations (which now must involve the transformation introduced to buy computational simplicity). To verify Assumptions 1 and 2 for the current case, we employ Assumptions 6 and 7. 
Relation (38) is a nonsingularity assumption-it ensures that is bounded away from zero except at and/or Note that in this case is a strictly monotone increasing function of x for fixed t.
We must also ensure that the process for y does not explode to infinity in finite time. Stroock and Srinivasa Varadhan (1979, theorems 10 .2.1 and 10.2.3) provide two sufficient conditions for nonexplosion. One of these, a Lyapunov condition, is given in the Appendix. For now we explicitly rule out this behavior.
Assumption 7. AN solutions of (1) share the property that, for all T,
To verify that Assumptions 3 and 4 hold, expand t) and as functions of in a Taylor's series around As in Section 1.2, this gets the local variance right and the step sizes small as Since is bounded away from zero on bounded sets (by Assumption 5), it is unnecessary to truncate q b on bounded sets (y, t) when h is small-so the drift matches as well. This is the line of the argument in the proof. In order for the Taylor's series argument to go through, however, we need regularity conditions on the diffusion function and the transformation This is the basis for the next assumption.
Assumption 8. The first-and second-order partial derivatives
10 are well defined and locally bounded 11 for all
The theorem for Case 1 can now be stated. Figure 1 , with and the transitionsfor the x process given by with probability with probability (40)
Theorem 2. Let Assumptions 5-8 bold. For h > 0, define the x-tree as in

Define the y-tree as in Figure 2. That is, for h > 0, define for By construction, is computationally simple. Then where is the solution to (1).
Case 2. A singularity at . In this case the diffusion coefficient vanishes at, a lower boundary (zero), but the drift rate might serve to "return" the process above it. This would be a reasonable specification for a process on the price of an asset or on the nominal interest rate. To handle this case, we must modify some of the definitions and assumptions given earlier. The lower limit for x is redefined as (41) and the inverse transform (which is now a weakly monotone function of x) defined in (26) as As before we assume that and do not depend on t. 10 The definitions of these partial derivatives are collected in the Appendix.
11 By "locally bounded" we mean bounded on bounded (y, t) sets.
An important aspect of Case 2 relates to the step sizes: thus far they are (approximately) proportional to But if is very small near and is not small, we may need to take multiple jumps in this region in order to match the drift of the limit diffusion. Choose and define the function as (43) is the minimum number of upward jumps that keeps the jump probability g h less than 1 without censoring; and it is odd so that the jump moves the process to an existing node on the tree. By permitting these multiple jumps in a restricted region near 0, we retain computational simplicity; at large values of y (corresponding to we disallow multiple upward jumps, because if is unbounded it might increase the number of nodes at a rate rapid enough to affect computational simplicity. Similarly, define by (44) is the minimum number 12 of downward jumps that either keeps the probability q b positive (without censoring) or forces the down-state value for to zero. The transitions in the value for y are then restated as (45) and we retain the definition of given in (32) and (37). Note that Assumption 6 is incompatible with and a replacement must be found to guarantee that Assumptions 1 and 2 are satisfied. The following Lipschitz condition, combined with Assumption 7, guarantees that Assumptions 1 and 2 are satisfied:
12 Using Assumption 9 it is easy to show, given x, t, and h that and exist and are finite. Assumption 10 weakens Assumption 8 by allowing and to be infinite. We also impose the restriction that be positive in some neighborhood of y = 0. Note, however, that and must still be finite. The theorem for Case 2 can now be stated. 15 It is easy to show that the square root diffusion discussed in Section 1.4 satisfies Assumption 9, using On the other hand, the "double square foot" process in Longstaff (1989 Between them, Theorems 2 and 3 show how to construct computationally simple approximations for diffusions encountered in many applications in finance. The obvious extension of the results of Theorems 2 and 3 is to cases where an upper boundary also applies: for example, in modeling the price of a discount bond. An upper boundary where the drift µ is nonpositive and the standard deviation δ is zero can be handled by modifying the arguments in Case 2 of Section 1.3. These modifications are straightforward, and they will generally require the use of multiple downward Jumps near the upper boundary.
Examples
The CEV stock price process. In this model the stock price is assumed to follow (51) where s 0 is positive. Here and as long as (which we assume hereafter) the process is trapped at zero once it gets there, and the regularity conditions of Theorem 3 can be shown to hold. Our x-transform is given by (52) We define and draw out our x -tree as in Figure 1 . The inverse transform is given by 14 (53) 14 Bates (1988) independently developed a slmilv transformation In the konten of pdclng Amerkan options on futures contracts These definitions ensure that q h is a legitimate probability and that if reaches 0 it stays trapped there. We now apply Theorem 3 to the sequence of binomial processes for s. The CIR diffusion on the short rate. Consider now the autoregressive "square root" interest rate process used by Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1979) : 15 (58) with and the initial value of a non-negative constant. The necessary transformation is (59) with Zero is a lower boundary for r. As outlined in Section 1.3, we define the inverse transform (60) Because the drift in (58) does not vanish as is not an absorbing state for r unless either K or µ equals zero. This illustrates why it was necessary to introduce multiple jumps in Section 1.3. Suppose that we are at node c in Figure 3 . At this node, x < 0, so R(x) = 0. The usual upward jump of would take us to node k, at which R(x) still equals zero. Clearly, if there is a positive drift in the process at r = 0 (which is true if K and µ are strictly positive) then it is impossible to have the local drift of the binomial approximations converge uniformly on for every δ unless we allow multiple jumps, for example, from node c to node h or even to node i. In fact, if the upward drift for small values of r is strong enough we must allow multiple jumps even for positive values of r. So, for example, if the x process is at node d [where a downward move takes us to node k, but it may be necessary for an upward jump to move the process to node i or even to node j in order to get the local drift right.
To get the local drift right uniformly on sets of the form we therefore allow the x process to take jumps of size for some integer j. Keeping j an odd integer allows us to remain on the x -tree and hence to retain the tree structure of Figure 2 . As in Section 1.3, define
In (61) and (62), is chosen to guarantee that in (64), in such a way that the local drift converges to the diffusion limit.
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Corollary 3.2. Define the sequence of processes by (59)-(64) and (3)-(7), replacing with As the solution of (58).
The method developed in this section can be applied to many other diffusions. For example, it is a simple exercise to find a computationally simple binomial approximation for the process (65) There is no known closed form for the conditional distribution of r t for this process, but the binomial approximation would allow us to price contingent claims for which there is no known pricing formula.
Applications of the Binomial Method to Valuation Models
In this section, we examine models for option values and for defaultfree bonds, employing the binomial model described in Section 1 for the relevant diffusions. Unfortunately, the theorems in Section 1 speak strictly to the weak convergence of the sequence of the bino-mial models to the underlying diffusion, and do not directly apply to the convergence of values of options and bonds. 17 In this section, however, we adapt Theorems 1 and 3 to prove convergence of binomial bond and European option prices to their diffusion limits. In both applications below (which follow the diffusions studied in Section 1.4). we provide numerical evaluations of the binomial method.
Option pricing
The CEV diffusion defined in (51) is an example where a computationally simple binomial tree can be constructed and employed in option valuation. Furthermore, since a formula for the value of European call options on a non-dividend-paying stock is available in this case [Cox and Rubinstein (1985, p. 363) ], the results can be readily verified.
Let the stock price be s, and let r ≥ 0 be the constant, continuously compounded riskless interest rate. The valuation procedure for the European call option, following the arguments in Black and Scholes (1973) and Merton (1973) , requires that the call value satisfy the partial differential equation (PDE) (66) subject to standard terminal and boundary conditions. The binomial method leads to the requirement that at every node, the call values satisfy the one-period valuation formula (67) where and where the suffixes + and -refer to the stock prices at the next time node, after an up move and a down move, respectively: This equation is satisfied in the region s > 0; when s = 0, the process is trapped there and the cdl value is zero. The argument leading to relation (67) is well known-it requires the construction of a nonanticipating, self-financing portfolio of the risky asset and a riskless asset that delivers the option's payoff at maturity [see Cox and Rubinstein (1985) ].
17 By the continuous mapping theorem [Billingsley (1968) ], the stochastic process defined by where G(·) is continuous function, converges weakly to the limit process This does not directly help us to prove that the sequence of binomial option prices converges to the continuous time option price limit, since the option or bond price is not a simple function of the state-it is not available in closed form.
Before passing to the numerical solutions, we present the argument justifying the binomial method for European option pricing: Theorem 4 below shows that the sequence of solutions to the difference equation (67) converges to the solution of the PDE, subject to the appropriate boundary conditions. Unfortunately, we have not been able to extend this theorem to cover American options rigorously. When we have permitted premature exercise and hence a free boundary, the binomial procedure has performed well in experiments, but there is no guarantee that it always will.
It is well known that the value of the drift rate µ(s, t) does not affect the option value: within the binomial representation of the stock price process, µ(s, t) affects the probability of an up move, but this probability does not enter the valuation procedure for the call option. The valuation procedure depends on the pseudo-probabilities [see Cox and Rubinstein (1985) and Harrison and Kreps (1979) for the connection to the equivalent martingale measure]. As this argument shows, the local mean and second moment of the binomial representation of S must pass to the drift and variance rate for the risk-neutralized diffusion.
If the payoff on the contingent claim depends only on the final stock price, which is true for European options, Theorems 1 or 3 can be used to price the claim. Here we start with a stock price process of the form (68) and its risk-neutral counterpart: (69) Suppose (69) satisfies 18 the assumptions of Theorem 3. We then create an approximation to the process for S t . To accomplish this, define the tree for as in Theorem 3 (replacing y with S where necessary). In order to preclude arbitrage between the stock and the riskless asset in each economy (indexed by h), we now permit upward jumps everywhere so that by doing so we avoid the undesirable feature of having to truncate the probabilities in each economy. Define 19 (70) 18 The process (68) itself should not permit arbitrage. and the use of the equivalent martingale measure relies on this [see Harrison and Kreps (1979) ]. One implication of the no-arbitrage requirement is that µ(0, t) = 0. 19 Note that the jumps defined in are consistent with a no-arbitrage condition in each of the sequence of economies indexed by h. Note also that a binomial approximation for s t can be designed using the arguments In Sections 1.2 and 1.3, but this is unnecessary for our purposes here. (71) Define also (72) where p h is the risk-neutral probability implied by the arbitrage argument of Cox and Rubinstein (1985) . To rule out arbitrage, 1 globally for the process for and this is guaranteed by (70) and (71). We define p h to be the probability of an upward jump for the process. Using the arguments in Cox, Ross, and Rubinstein (1979) , the absence of arbitrage implies that the prices at time 0 of European put and call options on , with expiration at date T (which is an integer multiple of h) and striking price K ≥ 0 are given by respectively, here is the risk-neutralized, time 0 expectations operator. Theorem 3 allows us to conclude that Finally, since the terminal payoff for the put is uniformly bounded in b (i.e., the put price is always less than the exercise price K), theorem 25.12 in Billingsley (1986) and it converges weakly to as for some limit process To price an option on suppose we set up the hedge portfolio incorrectly-we use the hedging rule that would be correct if the underlying stock price process were Duffie and Protter show that under certain conditions, the risk introduced by using the incorrect hedging rule vanishes as This is a reassuring result, since any model's description of stock price movements is at best approximately correct. Our Theorem 4 is concerned with exact arbitrage pricing 22 for a sequence of stock price processes and its limit process With American options, we cannot rely on Theorem 4, and are forced to indicate how the discrete valuation equation (67) converges to the PDE in which now premature exercise might be optimal. In order to show how the discrete valuation is related to the PDE, expand the call's value 23 in a Taylor's series around retaining terms of order h or greater: (73) and similarly for Substitute these expressions into (67), divide through by b, and take b to zero; we pass to the PDE. This connection between the two valuation equations follows the argument given by Cox and Rubinstein (1985, pp. 208-209) . It allows us to interpret the binomial model as a numerical method for the solution of the PDE. This argument is not rigorous, but it suggests the usefulness of the binomial method in the valuation of American options. We can calibrate the approximation by comparing the American option values to the values obtained from an alternate numerical procedure, such as the method of finite differences.
To check the numerical accuracy of the binomial method for the CEV process, we chose the following parameters: (i) an annual rate Table 1 Values of American call and put options on stock for the CEV process Non-dividend-paying stock, binomial method Stock price = 40: interest rate = 5%; strike price K = 35, 40, 45. The diffusion corresponding to the CEV is defined as The value of σ is set so that the annual standard deviation is 0.2.0.3, and 0.4 at the current stock price of 40; that is.
There are n steps in the binomial method. For the column under for calls corresponds to the formula value of a European call option for the square root process; the values are taken from Cox and Rubinstein (1985, p. 364) . The column under n = PDE corresponds to the numerical solution of the partial differential equation for the option, using the implicit, finite difference method. The mesh interval along the time dimension was 0.5 day, and the mesh interval along the stock price dimension was 20 cents.
of interest of 5 percent; (ii) values for γ of 0.5 (the square root diffusion) and 0.875 [the average of the values reported by Gibbons and Jacklin (1989) ]; and (iii) three values of σ, chosen such that the initial, annualized instantaneous standard deviations correspond to 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4. We fix the initial stock price at $40, and for each combination of parameter values, we compute the option values at striking prices of $35, $40, and $45. Table 1 shows the results for European calls and American puts. Formula values for European options under the square root diffusion are available in Cox and Rubinstein (1985, p. 364) . For comparison, we computed the values of European call options for γ = 0.875 and for all the American puts numerically, using the implicit finite difference method to solve the PDE. The binomial method gives answers accurate to within $0.01-$0.02 for the chosen maturities of one and four months, as long as 50 time intervals are used. The approximation deteriorates as the maturity is lengthened, and the binomial method gives coarse answers for five time steps at these parameter values.
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Bond pricing
The diffusion in (58) proposed by Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1979) (CIR) is one of several models for the nominal short term interest rate which can be employed to value a stream of default-free cash flows. The binomial valuation method imposes that the value of this stream at any stage be equal to the expected future value (at the two subsequent nodes) discounted at the risk-adjusted rate. In general, the one-step binomial tree can be represented as where P is the value of the claim, and r is nominal short term rate of interest, and the suffixes + and -apply to these quantities at the subsequent time node, after an up and down move, respectively .25
The valuation method states that (74) where r* is the risk-adjusted discount rate, and represents the instantaneous risk premium. We 24 The binomial routine, with the transformation defined as in (53)- (55) and the jumps defined in (70) and (71), was implemented in GAUSS on a personal computer. Valuations of at-the-money American puts (with four months to expiration, with the binomial model required 0.22, 4.01, and 66.57 seconds for values of n at 5, 50, and 250, respectively. Accuracy comparable (within 0.1 cent) to the valuation with n at 50 was obtained by a solution to the PDE for the American put using the implicit method of finite differences, reported in Table 1 , in 93.6 seconds. These figures for accuracy and execution time should not be taken as representative at all parameter values. The GAUSS code for the binomial method used in the tables is available from the authors on request. 25 Note that since P moves inversely with assume that it is a bounded, continuous function of the time index t and the time to maturity T -t, satisfying thus ensuring that r* is nonnegative. If then the local expectations hypothesis applies.
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The value P at any node must be augmented by any cash distribution that might occur at that node; in the numerical example below we value a discount instrument, and therefore there are no cash distributions. Again, one can rearrange the one-period valuation equation, expand P+ and P-in a Taylor's series around and pass to the PDE, which is the valuation equation for this asset.
As was the case for the CEV European option pricing model, we can use a version 27 of Theorem 3 to show that for a discount bond, the sequence of bond prices produced by the binomial model converges to the bond price produced by the diffusion limit. This would then justify the use of the binomial method in this context.
Consider the value at time 0 of a pure discount bond that pays $1 at time T. The binomial pricing procedure implies (given (75) In continuous time, we have [see Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1981) ] (76) To show that we first define the stochastic process by (77) (78) (79) It is easy to check that (80) (81) 26 For a discussion of the risk premiums that are consistent with a no-arbitrage condition, see Ingersoll (1987, chapter 18) . 27 While Theorem 1 dealt only with univariate processes, more general theorems are readily available-see Stroock and Srinivasa Varadhan (1979, section 11 .2), Ethier and Kurtz (1986, section 7.4). and Nelson (1989, theorem 2.1) . The significant change is that the local second moment is a matrix, and is required to converge to the instantaneous covariance matrix of the diffusion. We examined the numerical accuracy of the binomial model in valuing a discount bond with a face value of $100 using the CIR interest rate process. The parameter values were set as follows: (i) the value of K was varied from 0.01 to 0.5, and a value of zero produces a martingale; (ii) the value of σ was varied from 0.1 to 0.5; (iii) the long run mean µ was fixed at 8 percent; and (iv) so the local expectations hypothesis holds. These values cover (and go well outside) the range of parameter values reported for nominal Treasury securities by Pearson and Sun (1989) . Two initial values of the interest rate, r 0 , were chosen: 5 and 11 percent. The maturities of the instruments chosen were 1, 6, 12, and 60 months. The binomial method was implemented in GAUSS for values of n, the number of steps, ranging from 5 to 200. Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1985) provide a formula for this bond's value. Table 2 shows the computed values. The column under CIR shows the known solution value for the parameters in that row. The binomial procedure provides accurate solutions, especially for short maturity bills. For given values of n and the bill's maturity, the error increases as σ increases, as is to be expected: in the limiting diffusion process, the distribution of r t for any t is continuous, and our approximation replaces this with a discrete distribution. For any given h, the higher σ is, the further apart are the values that we let take, making the approximation more coarse.
The binomial method can be quickly adapted to compute values The diffusion employed in the Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1985) model is
The value of µ, the long run mean rate, is set at 8%. r 0 is the initial value of the interest rate. The local expectations hypothesis is applied to the valuation of a pure discount bond with a face value of $100, using the number of time steps indicated by n in the binomial model. The column under CIR indicates the value given by the formula in Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1985) for the corresponding parameter values.
for contingent claims on fixed income securities. Because the procedure is relatively flexible, it can be employed for alternative diffusion processes as indicated in Section 1.
Conclusion
Sharpe's insight, in the development of the binomial approach, has led to the use of the binomial model in many normative applications in finance, especially in option pricing. Its simplicity and its flexibility are considerable virtues. Unfortunately, the approach has been restricted in its use to those situations in which the underlying asset's price follows a lognormal process in continuous time. This paper presents conditions under which a sequence of binomial processes converges weakly to a diffusion, and shows constructively how one can employ a transformation to produce computationally simple binomial processes. The transformation is relatively straightforward: the construction of the binomial process requires the sizes of the up and down jumps (and the associated probability) to be such that its local drift and second moment converge to the drift and variance of the desired diffusion, and that the jump size goes to zero as the jumps become more frequent. The diffusion's behavior at the boundaries will, in general, require us to modify the transformation and allow multiple jumps in the binomial tree.
In the context of financial models (especially option pricing models), the binomial method numerically solves a partial differential equation for the value of some asset. The methods in this paper permit one to solve such PDEs for alternative underlying diffusions; and these methods might be useful in other contexts as well. For example, we might wish to put a diffusion process on aggregate consumption, and derive bond pricing formulas by looking at the expected marginal rates of substitution of a representative consumer-investor. The methods in this paper are most useful in such cases, especially when an analytical solution to the problem remains elusive.
Appendix
The formal setup in Section 1 Let D be the space of mappings from into that are continuous from the right with finite left limits; D is a metric space when endowed with the Skorohod metric (Billingsley (1968) ]. For each h > 0, let be the u-algebra generated by and let B denote the Borel sets on Let and hk) be scalar-valued functions defined on satisfying (2) and (3) for all and all Let P b be the probability measure on D such that the following hold with probability 1 for
Lyapunov condition sufficient for Assumption 7
The following is a theorem in Stroock and Srinivasa Varadhan (1979, theorem 
Then Assumption 7 holds.
The partial derivatives in Assumptions 8 and 10
The following definitions apply to the partial derivatives (needed in the Taylor's series expansion) and employed in Assumptions 8 and 10:
And the corresponding partial derivatives for are readily computed, using the implicit function theorem; two that we need are
If the functions etc., are not well defined or are infinite at a point we can often extend these definitions in the obvious way by taking limits. For example, if but then define if this limit exists.
Proofs
Proof of Theorem 1. The proof is a direct application of Nelson's (1989) Note that our assumption that and for 0, was not essential, since (A15) and (A16) imply that if y, starts nonnegative, it stays nonnegative with probability 1. All we need is for µ and σ to be continuous at This concludes the proof of (50). As before, Assumption 3 follows when we show that uniformly on compacts, which will follow from the verification of Assumption 4. First we verify that µ h converges to µ uniformly on compacts. As before, this holds as long as (A17) for small h, uniformly on compacts. In regions bounded away from y = 0, (A17) holds by virtue of the argument in the proof to Theorem 2. In the neighborhood of y = 0 the upper inequality is satisfied because was chosen to do so. The same holds for the lower inequality, except when
In this case we require (A18) 
If it is because of (A22), in which case where ∈ is an overshooting error and arises because is constrained to be an odd integer. From (A21), however, it is easy to check that ∈ is bounded by Therefore, so that (A23)
But we are considering values of y in a shrinking neighborhood around 0, and , so the left-hand side of (A23) converges to 0 as required. A similar argument [using (A20)] shows the convergence of Q.E.D.
Proof of Corollary 3.2.
To satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3, we must extend the process to the whole real line by defining the new stochastic differential equation (A24) which coincides with (51) when s ≥ 0. Assumption 5 is trivially satisfied. Use and in the Lyapunov condition given earlier, which satisfies Assumption 7. When Assumptions 9 and 10 are readily verified, with and Theorem 3 applies. Q.E.D.
Proof of Corollary 3.2. Again, we must extend the diffusion to all of
In order to apply Theorem 3. Therefore, define the diffusion (A25) with the same positive initial value r 0 . For verifying Assumption 7, we use the Lyapunov condition and set and Assumption 9 is easily verified with and Assumptions 5 and 10 are easily verified. The corollary now follows as a special case of Theorem 3. Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem 4.
follow by direct application of Theorem 3. Convergence of the put price follows from Billingsley (1986, theorem 25.12) , because of the uniform boundedness of the put's terminal value at T. Convergence of the call price then follows from put-call parity. Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem 5. We need to employ a multivariate version of Theorem 1, which is available in Nelson (1989, appendix A) . Assumption 1 of Theorem 1 (now requiring continuity of the drift function as a vector and of the diffusion function as a matrix) is obviously met. The local drift of is (A26) where O(b) vanishes uniformly on compacts. The local second moment of is (A27) which also implies that the jump size vanishes uniformly on compacts. And the local cross-moment of y and r vanishes, satisfying Assumptions 3 and 4. All that remains to invoke the multivariate version of Theorem 1 is to prove that the multivariate analog of Assumption 2 holds. We have already seen in Theorem 3 that and that Assumption 2 is satisfied by the process. Note that there is no feedback from the y back to r. For any realization of the sample path of (A28) exists and is unique as a Riemann-Stieltjes integral. From Theorem 25.12 in Billingsley (1986) , as required. Q.E.D.
